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 The dolphins have shared with me that they are the designated 
keepers of the human DNA template system.  
They receive infusions of DNA activations through the earth’s 
ocean systems from Creator. It is their given task to process this 
information internally and calibrate the actual DNA that is perfect 
and right for each person.  
 They also hold the energy of love and joy for actual locations 
on the planet that are experiencing war and chaos.  They work to 
create frequencies that are infused into these areas on the planet 
with templates of peace, harmony and healing.  
 The dolphin matrix supports DNA re-encodements for people 
and places through the energy code systems they use. The dolphin 
family of light has created a template for human DNA and uses it 
to monitor the overall template for the pure holographic possibility 
equation for humanity and Earth.
If you choose to connect with the planetary dolphin family, you 
can receive these attunements directly from the dolphin group 
consciousness.  
 They are the masters of DNA recalibration and are able to 
shift old energies very quickly with their healing frequencies.  They 
work in a frequency of joy and playfulness perfectly suited to the 
energy of ascension and the “new Earth.” 
Beloved humans, please listen to your hearts as the energies 
continue to accelerate. Call upon the dolphin energies as they 
are the chosen emissaries of light. Their communications will be 
valuable assistance in helping you align with the crystalline grid 
system, your personal DNA upgrades and the dolphin matrix 
systems that are assisting in creating the “center” for the new Earth. 
 Know that the dolphin matrix of energy is assisting with 
cleansing and balancing the Earth’s oceans. 
Currently, many scientific experts are saying that DNA plays 
a powerful role in newly discovered communications between 
dolphins and humans. Ongoing study at the Sirius Institute in 
Hawaii reveals that dolphins and whales receive and transmit 
sound signals capable of affecting the genetic double helix.  
Using natural biotechnology, dolphins can actually heal humans 
swimming near them “sonogenetically” with sound waves, as many 
people have attested.  
 For the last 14 years, multidisciplinary study at the Sirius 
Institute has indicated that the expression of DNA traditionally 
considered the blueprint of life can be changed by the sound and 
electromagnetic fields generated by dolphins. New research shows 
that our DNA is activated by waves and particles of energized 
sound and light that literally switch genes on or off.
Likewise, genetic inheritance is energetically transmitted bio-
acoustically and electromagnetically through special water 
molecules that form the electro-genetic matrix of DNA.  These 
hydroelectric structures are shaped like pyramids, hexagons and 
pentagons and they direct healing processes. 
 This amazing phenomenon explains how remarkable healings 
have been reported by people in whale- and dolphin-watching 

boats when dolphins are swimming next to them and by swimmers 
following contact with dolphins.  
 The cetaceans have had complex languages for millions of 
years. They have the largest brains on the planet. Visitations by 
dolphins and whales have demonstrated a history of friendship and 
cooperation and even partnership with humans.
 The dolphins and whales have shown us that they are the 
ancient and wise super-sentient beings on this planet. They are 
living examples for us,, showing us how to live in peace and in 
harmony with our planet.  
 We encourage you to connect with dolphins and whales 
each and every day, energetically, telepathically and in the 
physical oceans whenever you can.  They are the living ultimate 
expression of how we can begin to live in our hearts within the 
“pod mind,” which is demonstrated by living for the good of the 
many, not the one.
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